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December 9, 2018 

Scripture: 

Malachi 3: 1-4 

Luke 3: 1-9 

“Peace!” 

 

At first glance today the passages from the lectionary --- the passages the 

church --- as a non-denominational universal body has chosen for the second 

Sunday of advent --- the Sunday of peace ---- seem anything but peaceful. 

 

In the Old Testament passage from Malachi we have the images of a 

refiner’s fire and a landerer’s soap. 

 

Both of which suggest a considerable amount of cleansing and purifying that 

come to pass largely on account of some good old fashioned elbow grease. 

 

This was after all long before the days of General Electric--- Electrolux and 

Samsung --- this was long before the days of ---- throw in the clothes --- add 

some soap --- twist a knob and push a button and out come clean clothes. 

 

It was water --- hands --- soap and if you were fortunate something to rub 

the clothes against instead of just your other hand ----- it was god old 

fashioned elbow grease ---- hard work --- not really something that comes to 

mind when you think of peace. 

  

And then in Luke we have John the Baptist --- quoting from the prophecy of 

Isaiah ---- talking about making straight paths --- filling in valleys ---- 

making mountains low --- the crooked straight --- and the rough smooth.     

 

And as if that isn’t enough in verse 7 John refers to the crowds as a “brood 

of vipers” --- “a brood of vipers” --- how’s that for an Advent image ---- a 

poisonous --- venomous snake --- indeed not just one --- but a whole host of 

venomous snakes ---- not much of an Advent image really now is it. 

 

Anybody have a viper ornament on their Christmas tree ----- neither do we --

-- and yet this is an image in Luke’s gospel today? 

 

And we’re not done yet in Luke ---- after all the talk of making straight 

crooked paths ---- filling in valleys --- leveling mountains ---- smoothing out 

the rough ---- and poisonous snakes ---- after all this ---- there is also talk 
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about an axe ready at the root of the tree --- an axe ready to cut down every 

tree that does not produce good fruit and ---- all for good measure after it is 

cut and killed --- it is then thrown into the fire and burned. 

 

Well --- happy Advent. 

 

Not exactly the most powerful or comforting images of Advent ----- not 

exactly the most comforting images of peace. 

 

A black smith pounding away at metal purifying it. 

Scrubbing away at dirty laundry. 

Blasting away at mountains. 

Smoothing rough surfaces. 

Deadly venomous snakes. 

An axe at the root of a tree. 

 

All this on the Sunday of Peace ---- really? 

 

And yet that is what the church in its wisdom holds before us today. 

 

But of course ---- as always with the Gospel there is more going on than 

meets the eye. 

 

In order for Jesus to bring the beautiful peace that He was born to bring --- 

reconciliation --- redemption --- peace --- Shalom ----- salvation. 

 

In order for Jesus to usher these things into being ---- it will indeed require 

some good old fashioned elbow grease ---- divine elbow grease. 

 

It’s as if part of what the Scriptures are telling us today is that Peace on earth 

is going to require the re-ordering of power. 

 

Peace on earth is going to require the re-ordering of power. 

 

Jesus comes and one of the many things He does is re-order power. 

 

He re-establishes God at the centre and not political figures or human 

ingenuity and cleverness. 
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The beginning of Luke 3 is whole listing off of whose who --- a listing off of 

all the powerful people at that time. 

 

Luke 3 begins with ----- “In the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius the 

great…” ---- Tiberius the great the first person of power. 

 

And then the next part of the verse --- “when Pontius Pilate was governor” --

- Pontius Pilate --- the second person of power. 

 

And then next it’s --- “Herod tetrarch” --- third person of power. 

 

And then it’s his brother Philip --- 4th person. 

 

And then still in the very first verse ------ we haven’t even concluded verse 1 

--- and there is mention of Lysanias ---- power person # 5. 

 

And then in verse 2 we have two more influential people mentioned just for 

good measure ---- Annas and Ciaphas.  

 

That’s 7 people of power and influence to start the passage off --- the who's 

who.  

 

Today this list might look something like: 

 

Xi Jinping 

Vladimir Putin 

Donald Trump 

Benjamin Netanyahu 

Mohammad bin Salman al Saud 

Angela Markel 

Bill Gates 

Warren Buffet 

And just to keep it real ----- Pope Francis. 

 

And closer to home maybe we should include the likes of Justin Trudeau ---- 

and Doug Ford. 

 

Why not right --- why not --- because in truth it doesn’t really mater --- 

who’s on the list. 
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And it doesn’t matter then or now ----- because the whole point is none of 

these people --- the one’s listed in Luke’s gospel 1st century AD ----- or the 

Putin Trump’s Ford’s and so on --- none of them have any power -----

compared to the one John is talking about --- Jesus Christ. 

 

Peace is not going to come at the hands of Tiberius Caesar --- and peace is 

not going to come at the hands of Pontius Pilate --- or Herod --- or Philip ----

-- or even the high priests. 

 

And peace is not ever going to come from Donald Trump --- or Doug Ford 

or any of the other leaders Forbes --- or any other magazine ---- or 

organizations --- lists as the most powerful people. 

 

Part of the point Luke is driving home in starting out this passage as he does 

--- is that peace can only come from Jesus Christ. 

 

Only Jesus can remove our impurities --- refiner’s fire. 

 

Only Jesus can cleanse us from sin --- launderer’s soap. 

 

Only Jesus can make the crooked straight. 

 

The rough smooth --- and so on. 

 

And that is the peace we have as people of faith. 

 

And that is the peace that really matters in this world and the next. 

 

It’s no wonder ---- really it’s no wonder --- that ours is a time largely marked 

by nervousness and anxiety about the future. 

 

If we desire peace --- and all people do --- we can all agree on that right --- 

peace is good. 

 

If we long for peace and we look to people like Valdimir Putin or Donald 

Trump --- the so called powerful leaders ---- as the ones who might be able 

to solve our yearning for peace it’s no wonder we’re anxious and uncertain 

and feel gloom and doom. 
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Thankfully as people of faith we know more and we know better ----- we 

know Jesus. 

 

He is our hope --- future glory --- and He is our peace --- current --- right 

now here today ----- comfort. 

 

Jesus says in John’s Gospel --- some of the most comforting words in 

scripture -----  

 

 “Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the 

world gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.” --- 

John 14 verse 27. 

 

The peace we celebrate today ---- the peace we point to today --- as we light 

a candle of peace --- and worship God ---- is not something of this world ---- 

it is divine --- and it resides in our hearts each and every day on earth ---- 

and each and every day on through eternity as well. 

 

But it takes a little elbow grease to own and to cultivate it. 

 

My hope ----- God’s hope ------ for each and every one of us gathered here 

today ------ is that today marks a new day in your life ---- in our life as a 

congregation ---- where we feel the peace of Christ in a new and different 

way --- and where we are also willing to work at keeping it. 

 

May today --- be a day we experience the light of the world ----- Jesus Christ 

---- in a new way. 

 

What I say --- what songs we sing --- what scriptures we read --- how long 

the passages are ------ how we pray --- what words are uttered ----- the 

decorations all around us ---- all these things are secondary. 

 

It’s all about Jesus --- today --- our one hour --- or so ---- ---- here together 

today ---- huddled around the light of Christ --- is all about Christ. 

 

His light and love --- and Jesus wants nothing more than for us to leave 

changed because of Him. 
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Comforted because of Him --- feeling more accepted because of Him --- 

feeling more loved because of Him --- feeling more at peace because of 

Him. 

 

We are coming into what is for many people the most beautiful and 

meaningful time of the year ---- excitement and anticipation are in the air. 

 

And many of us have numerous traditions and practices that bring us great 

comfort and peace --- and joy --- and hope --- belonging. 

 

And God wants nothing more than for us to feel His love in our hearts and in 

our lives. 

 

The Prince of Peace is coming. 

 

And that day when He arrives is always just a little bit different than any 

other day. 

 

Christmas --- always has a special feel to it doesn’t it. 

 

You got up and things are just a little bit better aren’t they? 

 

Everything feels just a little bit more manageable on Christmas doesn’t it? 

 

The world kind of slows down a bit. 

 

It’s a different day --- it’s a different feel 

 

There’s a different rhythm to the day isn’t there? 

 

It’s Christmas --- all is well --- even if only for a day. 

 

What it would it be like if everyday was a little bit like Christmas? 

 

What would it look like if everyday had just a little more of the peace we so 

often experience in and around Christmas? 

 

Can it even happen? 
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Is it possible --- to capture a little bit of that Christmas love --- and peace 

and joy --- and roll it out on another day? 

 

And the answer of course is yes. 

 

It’s not always easy --- but yes it can happen. 

 

But we won’t ever get it looking to Donald Trump --- or ----- Doug Ford ----

- or anyone else for that matter. 

 

For true and lasting peace --- we need Jesus. 

 

The one who says to us in the midst of our lives. 

 

In the midst of our sorrow. 

 

In the midst of our uncertainty about the future -------  

 

“Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the 

world gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.” 

 

That’s what the candle of peace is all about ---- that’s what the Prince of 

Peace is all about. 

 

That’s what we’re preparing ourselves for as we wait ---- and anticipate -----

-- and attend ----- and long ----- and yearn for --- in Advent. 

 

Yes the world needs some refining --- and washing --- and smoothing out --- 

and making straight. 

 

Yes there are vicious vipers --- people who lash out and strike with a sting --

----- and a poison even sometimes ---- that hurts long after they have lashed 

out ----- but there is also this beautiful Saviour ---- Wonderful Counselor ---- 

Lord of History ---- King of Kings --- Risen ---- Ascended one. 

 

And it all started ---- or at least it all took on new form --- human form ---- 

in a tiny manger ---- in a stable --- in Bethlehem ----- far away from the 

center of power --- far away from political power --- financial power --- false 

power. 
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Instead it was the real power --- the new power --- the only power that 

matters --- divine power. 

 

If it’s peace that we long for --- we have come to the right place. 

 

If it’s peace that we long for we have come to the only place where true 

peace can be found. 

 

Huddled around the light of the world. 

 

Huddled around the crèche and the manger. 

 

Gathered around the foot of the cross. 

 

Seeing the lights on the tree --- the Jesse tree --- the Christmas tree ---- the 

tree that points up to the cross --- that points up to the heavens --- up to 

where the Saviour now resides ------- that’s where we’ll find true peace. 

 

Lasting peace. 

 

The peace that surpasses all understanding and resides deep in the hearts of 

all who believe. 

 

When we think of the peace of Christ --- may we also think of power --- the 

power to save. 

 

When we think of the peace of Christ may we also think of eternity. 

 

Not just passing peace --- ephemeral peace ----- fleeting peace ---- but 

everlasting peace --- eternal peace. 

 

Peace that cannot be shaken or shattered --- taken or eaten away at. 

 

Peace like a rock. 

 

Unshaken. 

 

Lasting --- true --- good --- and beautiful. 
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May the peace of Christ reside in our hearts as we approach that wonderful 

day of great joy and celebration. 

 

That day full of such goodness --- richness ---- beauty --- truth. 

 

The day of our Lord. 

 

Amen. 


